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Laubwerk's GRAZING plugin for Cinema 4D is fully compatible with Cinema 4D R16 and R17 and
creates large amounts of trees and shrubs from 4 land cover types. It also comes with ready to use
placements for the woodland vegetation. What's new in version 17? Improved the Laubwerk shrubs
plugin and the bush spacing algorithm. Smaller, more precise debris placements. Changed the
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lighting quality slider to be more intuitive and easier to use. Made the placement of the bushes more
predictable by moving the default. Inserted small sections of new foliage Added new plant species
like the Sidesculpted Sprucerose and the Laubwerk Rounded Cedarwood (incl. the Apnicus tessellis
hybrids) Added another species, the Scenic Sprucerose. Made a whole bundle of new species.
Improved the shading of the plants. New possibility for a better placement of the plants. The new
Laubwerk Plants plugins now includes a vegetation overview page, which helps the artists to pick
the right plant for their project. A brand new page for just the Laubwerk Surfacespread plugins.
Fixed, some minor inconsistencies in the lower vegetation tabs. Cleaned the old Laubwerk forest
plugin logo and made it compatible with Cinema4D R16/R17. The old wooden plant decal logo was
replaced by the cinematic vegetation logo, which is based on wood decay textures. The Laubwerk
Surfacespread plugins now have a more intuitive workflow. Introduced a new Laubwerk
Surfacespread plugin, which creates the surface for a bush around the plants. Improved the terrain
creation algorithm. New and improved version of the terrain generator (Nurbs) and the terrain
settings. The Laubwerk Plants plugins now have an easy placement algorithm. Improved the shading
of the bushes. The Laubwerk Plants plugins now have a new vegetation overview page, which helps
the artists to pick the right plant for their project. Added new possibilities to place the trees with the
PlacementPlugin. The vegetation settings can now be increased in both height and density. The
planting tool has been set to have an easy workflow. Improved support for the Sprucerose. A brand
new plugin, with a vegetation overview and detailed settings. The old wooden plant decal logo was
replaced by the 04aeff104c
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